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Abstract. In this paper, we present CAIO, a Cognitive and Affec-
tive Interaction-Oriented architecture for social human-robot interac-
tions (HRI), allowing robots to reason on mental states (including emo-
tions), and to act physically, emotionally and verbally. We also present
a short scenario and implementation on a Nao robot.

1 Introduction

Robots are more and more present in daily life, in roles such as assistive robots,
pedagogical robots, companion robots for children or for the elderly, etc, where
they must have a closer interaction with their user. By close, we mean that
robots must share not only the same physical space but also goals and beliefs
to achieve a common task through their interactions. They should also interact
intuitively and easily through speech, gestures, and facial expressions. In spite
of the numerous contributions in the field of cognitive architectures for agents
and for robots (e.g. [5], [15], [10], [16]), designing a cognitive architecture dealing
with the complexity of human-robot interactions (HRI) remains a real challenge.

In this paper, we present a new architecture: CAIO (Cognitive and Affec-
tive Interaction-Oriented architecture) for social Human-Robot Interaction that
aims to contribute on the following aspects essential to HRI: managing emotions
(non-verbal aspects of interaction), sensorimotor and deliberative levels (fast
(emotional) answer versus slower and more deliberate answer), explicit manip-
ulation of mental states (to enable self-explanation) and handling both physical
and verbal actions.

2 Related works

Cognitive architectures have been subject to research for a long time, and good
reviews exist (see for example [30, 11]). They mostly fall in three categories:
biologically-inspired, philosophically-inspired, and Artificial Intelligence archi-
tectures. We illustrate these categories with some of the major and well-known
architectures.



Biologically inspired architectures: ACT-R is a well-known cognitive
architecture (Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational), stemming from the pro-
gressive refinement of Anderson’s model of human cognition [5], originating in his
Human Associative Memory model [6]. The main assumption is the separation
between two types of knowledge: declarative (chunks) and procedural (rules);
the system is only aware of knowledge with sufficient activation.

CLARION (Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule Induction ON-line)
[29] is also well-known, based on neural networks. It mainly focuses on the dis-
tinction between implicit and explicit processes, and the interactions between
them. It has been used to simulate processes in cognitive or social psychology,
and to implement AI applications.

ASMO (Attentive Self-MOdifying) [19] was developed more recently based
on a biological theory of attention, to solve the problem of competing, possibly
incompatible robot goals. Concretely the attention level determines relative pri-
orities of goals, with the most critical ones being treated as reflexes. It is being
implemented in a social bear robot interacting with humans, and in Nao for
soccer competitions.

Problem-Solving Artificial intelligence architectures: SOAR (State,
Operator And Result) [15] is a pure AI symbolic architecture focused on learning
and problem solving. It has short-term working memory and long-term memory
(procedural, semantic and episodic). Reinforcement learning is triggered when
knowledge is inadequate to make a decision. SOAR was extended with emotions
that affect learning [14].

ICARUS [17] is grounded in cognitive psychology and AI, and aims at unify-
ing reactive and deliberative problem-solving, as well as symbolic and numeric
reasoning. The goal with highest priority that is not satisfied yet takes focus: the
skills allowing to achieve it are brought from long-term to short-term memory,
or means-end analysis is used to decompose it into subgoals and learn new skills.

Philosophically inspired architectures: Bratman’s philosophical action
theory [9] models human behaviour as a perception-decision-action cycle. He
claimed that the intention to perform an action is adopted from beliefs and
desires via practical reasoning that makes us rational. BDI logics (Belief, Desire,
Intention, [24, 12]) were then proposed to formalise these three mental states.

The BDI model has been at the root of a number of architectures for artificial
agents (e.g. the Procedural Reasoning System - PRS [33]). As we will explain
later, the CAIO architecture is also in line with this tradition but we introduce
new mental states, in particular emotions that are essential for an expressive
social robot since they play a major role in interaction and reasoning.

3 Previous work

3.1 Complex Emotions and Multimodal Conversational Language

Guiraud et al. [13] proposed a new modal logic (BIGRE logic) derived from
BDI for the formal representation of five agent’s mental states (B, I, G, R, E)
expressed by an agent during a conversation with another agent or a human:



– Belief (B) Beliϕ: the robot i believes that ϕ,
– Ideal (I) Idealiϕ: ideally for robot i, ϕ should hold (social and moral norms

of the robot1),
– Goal (G) Goaliϕ: the robot i wants that ϕ holds,
– Responsibility (R) Respiϕ: the robot i is responsible for ϕ (arising from

complex reasoning about norms and responsibility of its own actions and
those of others).

– Complex emotion (E) (e.g. gratitude, admiration, reproach, etc.) result from
reasoning on Responsibility.

Complex emotions are of primary importance in human dialogue and are
mainly conveyed through language. They differ from basic emotions built from
beliefs and goals, and often expressed by prototypical facial expressions. Eight
complex emotions (regret, disappointment, guilt, reproach, moral satisfaction, ad-
miration, rejoicing and gratitude) and four basic emotions (joy, sadness, approval,
disapproval) have been formalized in terms of the B, I, G and R operators (BIGR
→ E).

To ensure that a robot is able to express its mental states in a credible man-
ner, Riviére et al. [26] defined a conversational language based on Searle’s Speech
Acts Theory [28], and in line with previous mentalistic Agent-Communication
Languages (ACL) such as FIPA [23]. This language is called Multimodal Con-
versational Language (MCL) because it closely links verbal (the utterance) and
non-verbal (e.g. underlying emotion of expressive speech acts) aspects in order
to improve the expressivity of the robot. The MCL consists of 38 Multimodal
Conversational Acts (MCA) divided in four classes:

– assertive acts: to inform, to affirm, to deny, etc.
– directive acts: to ask, to suggest, to require, etc.
– commissive acts: to promise, to accept, to offer, etc.
– expressive acts: to apologize, to rejoice, to reproach, to thank, etc.

For each MCA there is a formalisation in the BIGRE logic of:

– its preconditions, that the robot has to satisfy before performing this act,
ensuring its sincerity in the sense of Searle’s Speech Acts Theory (sincerity
conditions);

– its sending effects, on the robot performing it;
– its reception effects, on the robot receiving this act performed by the inter-

locutor.

For example, Table 1 shows the formalisation of the conversational act to
rejoice. This explicit formal representation has the advantage of allowing the
robot to manipulate and reason about the conversational acts: update its mental
states when receiving or sending one, and using them in its plan of action.

The interested reader is referred to [13] for detailed semantics and axiomatics
of the BIGRE logic.

1 For instance, a moral obligation to help someone in danger, or a social norm to pay
one’s taxes, etc.



Rejoice Expa,h,H(Rejoicingaϕ)
≡ Expa,h,H(Goalaϕ ∧BelaRespaϕ)

Preconditions Goalaϕ ∧BelaRespaϕ
déf
= Rejoicingaϕ

Robot a “feels” rejoicing; it believes it is responsible for having
achieved its goal ϕ.

Sending effects BelaBelhRejoicingaϕ
Robot a believes that human h believes that a is rejoicing about ϕ.

Reception effects BelaGoalhϕ ∧BelaBelhResphϕ
Robot a believes that human h expressed his rejoicing about ϕ.
Therefore, a believes that h has achieved its goal ϕ and believes
himself to be responsible for this.

Table 1. Example: the to rejoice MCA from agent a’s point of view in a dialogue with
a human h.

3.2 PLEIAD Reasoning Engine

PLEIAD (ProLog Emotional Intelligent Agent Designer) [1] is originally a SWI-
Prolog reasoning engine for BDI-like agents. It provides agents with generic
reasoning capabilities and emotions. Concretely, it enables the implementation
of various logical models of emotions, such as the OCC theory [2] or theories
about shame [3]. It has also been recently extended with coping strategies [4]
and some personality traits.

This reasoning engine has been used to implement the BIGRE logical model
and is at the core of the CAIO architecture, especially for the Deliberation module
and the Emotional appraisal module (see details in Section 4.2).

4 CAIO Architecture

4.1 Overview of the architecture

The CAIO architecture (see Figure 1) consists of two fundamental loops: a De-
liberative loop used to reason on BIGRE mental states and produce plans
of actions, and a Sensorimotor loop to immediately and continuously trig-
ger emotion expressions. Each loop takes as inputs the result of the multimodal
perception of the environment.

During the Deliberative loop: the Cognitive part of the Emotional Ap-
praisal module deduces complex emotions from the mental states; the Delib-
eration module deduces the robot’s Communicative Intentions from its mental
states, and selects the most appropriate one; then the Planning module produces
a plan to achieve the selected intention (i.e. a set of ordered actions, conversa-
tional acts and/or physical actions), and schedules the robot’s next action; finally
the Emotional Multimodal Action Renderer module executes this scheduled ac-
tion. The modules can provide feedback to each other: the planning module
informs the deliberation module of the feasibility of the selected intention; the
renderer informs the planner of the success or failure of action performance.

Simultaneously, during the Sensorimotor loop: the Sensorimotor part
of the Emotional Appraisal module evaluates the input according to criteria
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Fig. 1. The CAIO architecture.

(Scherer’s SEC - Stimulus Evaluation Checks); the Emotional Multimodal Action
Renderer module then dynamically renders the corresponding robot’s non-verbal
(facial and gestural) expression.

4.2 The 6 main modules of the CAIO architecture

Memory module. The robot’s memory is divided into three parts in accor-
dance with the state of the art (see Section 2). The episodic memory contains
BIGRE-based knowledge about the self and the human interlocutor. The se-
mantic memory contains the definitions of emotions and conversational acts.
The procedural memory deals with domain actions (how-to) and discourse rules
(i.e. when asked a question, one should reply).

The memory is dynamically updated in three steps: first, new beliefs deduced
from the perception of the world or of the interaction (reception effects of the
user’s recognised MCA, and sending effects of the robot’s own MCA) are added ;
then inference rules are applied to update the robot’s BIGRE mental states,
possibly deducing new mental states.

Multimodal perception module. We focus on language perception. Con-
cretely, this module first recognises text from speech (using Google Speech). It
then extracts the human’s MCA from the recognised text utterance2. This MCA

2 Natural Language Understanding is a complex research field of its own, we do not
tackle this problem here, and instead use an ad-hoc grammar specifically designed
for our scenario.



then generates new beliefs (its reception effects) that enter the 2 (sensorimotor
and deliberative) loops of processing. As the aim of this module is to merge
multimodal inputs to generate new beliefs on the user’s mental states, future
works will consider facial expression and para-linguistic signals.

Appraisal module. The appraisal module is in two parts. The cognitive
part is an extension of PLEIAD and takes as input the robot’s perceptions and
mental states to trigger the corresponding emotions from their logical definition
in terms of mental states. For example, the emotion of gratitude is triggered
when a robot has the goal ϕ and believes that the human is responsible for ϕ,
i.e. when the robot i ’s has a mental states Goal iϕ ∧ Bel iRespjϕ). The emotion
intensity is derived from the priority of the goal or the ideal included in its
definition.

The sensorimotor part assesses all MCA perceived or sent by the robot w.r.t.
Scherer’s Stimulus Evaluation Checks (SEC, [27]) (Novelty, Intrinsic pleasant-
ness, Goal/Need conductivness, Coping, Norm). The results of the SEC eval-
uation process are then sent out to the renderer for their facial and bodily
expression. Figure 2 shows an example of a SEC sequence corresponding to a
reproach expression.

Fig. 2. SEC sequence corresponding to a reproach expression.

Deliberation module. Deliberation is the process of selecting the robot’s
next intention to achieve, via practical reasoning [9] from its mental states and a
set of priority rules. It deals in particular with three kinds of intention. Emotional
intentions are intentions to express the robot’s emotions. In order for the robot
to be sincere, affective and expressive, we assume that all emotions felt during
the interaction lead to an emotional intention to express them, which participate
in the local regulation of dialogue by enabling a more natural robot-human in-
teraction [8]. Obligation-based intentions also contribute to the local regulation
of dialogue [7]. They are adopted from a set of discourse obligation rules defined
by Traum and Allen [31] to represent social norms guiding the robot’s behaviour
and making it reactive at the discourse level. Concretely the robot always adopts
the intention to fulfill its obligation deduced by these rules. Finally, the global
intention gives the global direction of dialogue and defines its type (e.g. deliber-
ation, persuasion... [32]). It is adopted when the robot has committed to achieve



the corresponding goal, either publicly (by performing a commissive MCA such
as Promise or Accept) or privately (via practical reasoning on its beliefs and
plans).

Planning module. It is in charge of finding a way of achieving the selected
intention according to a plan-based approach of dialogue [22]. It is based on the
planning approach proposed by [21] and on the PDDL4J Java library [20]. The
plans produced contain MCA and/or physical actions, whose preconditions and
effects are formalised in the classical Planning Domain Description Language
(PDDL), making most existing planners compatible with CAIO.

In the case of emotional and obligation-based intentions, the built plan is
usually made up of a single MCA (for example the emotional intention to express
gratitude can be achieved with to thank or to congratulate depending on the
emotion’s intensity). In the case of global intentions, domain-dependent actions
may be necessary, whose preconditions and effects are described in the static
procedural memory (for instance, to book a train it is necessary to know the time
and date of departure and destination). The planner will then produced a plan
with both MCA (e.g. to ask the relevant information to the user) and domain
actions (e.g. actually book the train). If no plan can be computed to achieve
it, the current intention is discarded, and feedback is sent to the deliberation
module that selects a new intention.

Multimodal Action Renderer. It receives as input the action to be exe-
cuted and the complex emotion computed by the appraisal module, and controls
the robot’s actuators to execute this action and to dynamically generate the fa-
cial expression corresponding to the emotion. In particular for MCA it expresses
the underlying complex emotion. Independently from this deliberative expres-
sion, this module also receives the SEC values computed by the sensorimotor
part of the emotional appraisal module, and dynamically builds the correspond-
ing facial and bodily expression, leading to a sequence of postures (for example
Table 2).

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The CAIO architecture was first implemented and evaluated for a virtual char-
acter [25]. The current version is based on ROS (Robot Operating System),
which is largely used in the robotic community. The modules were implemented
in Python in order to allow easy interfacing with SWI-Prolog (PLEIAD engine)
via the Pyswip library (a Python library that allows to query SWI-Prolog from
Python programs). Below is a short scenario illustrating the ROS nodes encap-
sulating each process involved in the CAIO architecture (see its UML Sequence
Diagram on Figure 3).

This scenario involves two actors: the human, Wafa, and the Nao robot, which
has a low battery life and requires to be plugged all the time. In its episodic
memory, Nao has the ideal of being plugged IdealNao(¬unplugged). Now, Wafa
has a party tonight and needs to dry her hair, but Nao is plugged to the only
plug near the mirror. She thus tells Nao: “Nao, I am unpluging you”.



Fig. 3. UML Sequence Diagram

1. Multimodal Perception:
The perception node receives the utterance “Nao, I am unpluging you”
and extracts an to inform conversational act (i.e. a to inform MCA)
Inform(Stimulus(unplugged, wafa, nao)). The episodic memory is updated:
BelNao(unplugged) and RespWafa(unplugged)

2. Emotional Appraisal:

(a) Cognitive Appraisal: The appraisal emotion node deduces the com-
plex emotion ReproachNao,Wafa(unplugged) ; the episodic memory is up-
dated. The complex emotion is sent to deliberative node.

(b) Sensorimotor Appraisal: The appraisal checks node evaluates the
to inform MCA Inform(Stimulus(unplugged, wafa, nao)) in accordance
with the five evaluation criteria (SEC). The result of the SEC sequence
is sent to the action renderer node.

3. Deliberation:
The deliberative node infers a list of intentions. The one with highest weight
is an emotional intention to perform a reproach to the user. The list of
intentions is sent to the planning node.

4. Planning and Scheduling:
The planning node picks the most weighted intention from the list of in-
tentions, and publishes a list of plans (here a unique plan consisting of the
single to reproach MCA).
The plan is received by the scheduler node which picks the first action (here
the to reproach MCA).

5. Emotional Multimodal Action Renderer:
Finally the action renderer node receives both the SEC sequence and the to
reproach MCA, and plays them on the Nao robot. It thus tells Wafa: “Wafa,
you must not unplug me”. Nao performs this utterance in a multimodal way.



The ROS version of the CAIO architecture is currently being further vali-
dated through real-time interaction with children to verify that the robot clearly
conveys its intentions, and is perceived as sincere. In parallel, we have run a
more conceptual evaluation of CAIO against Langley et al. evaluation criteria
for cognitive architectures [18]. This conceptual evaluation shows that the CAIO
architecture already provides new contributions regarding the state of the art in
cognitive architectures for companion robots.

Further research on the multimodal perception module is however needed
to automate the extraction of the user’s speech act, and to deal with facial
expressions and para-linguistic features (to guarantee better recognition and
sincerity). A learning module would also be a nice extension to ensure that the
robot can improve during the interaction, and progressively learn to know its
user to better adapt to them and engage them.
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